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Travel back to a time when there lived one 
of the greatest minds in human history



Of immense discovery



Knowledge and learning



Technological advancements



Innovation



A time of unthinkable achievement



Travel back to the late 15th and Early 16th 
century and meet...



Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

Leonardo da Vinci



From critically acclaimed art, to invention, feats of 
engineering, sciences in anatomy - he was a jack of all 
trades and certainly a master of many



He cleverly crossed his artistic and scientific skills 
across channels and one could not be siloed



You may like to ask yourself, how would Leonardo fit 
into your organisation?



What does Leonardo have to do with Growth Hacking?



Why Growth Hacking



“Growth Hacking” Will Become the Priority for CMOs and CEOs.

The disappearance of a traffic dividend, the waste of traditional 
advertising and cheating in digital ad releases are actual problems 
vexing most companies in their growth.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimberlywhitler/2017/11/14/18-marketing-trends-and-predictions-from-c-level-leaders-in-china/#50f69167767e


The entire marketing team is being disrupted. Rather than a VP of 
Marketing with a bunch of non-technical marketers reporting to them, 
instead growth hackers are engineers leading teams of engineers.

Partner at Andreessen Horowitz

https://andrewchen.co/how-to-be-a-growth-hacker-an-airbnbcraigslist-case-study/


Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) is up across the board for both 
B2B and B2C companies has increased by nearly 50% over the 
past five years

https://www.profitwell.com/blog/content-marketing-customer-acquisition-cost




What is Growth Hacking



A process of rapid experimentation across marketing funnel, 
product development, sales segments, and other areas of the 
business to identify the most efficient ways to grow a business.



What is Growth Hacking



Growth is not defined by 
results, but it has results.



Growth: “The process of increasing [SOMETHING]”

https://www.profitwell.com/blog/content-marketing-customer-acquisition-cost


If growth is a process then 
it can be systemised.



So Growth Hacking can be defined as:

The systemised process of 
increasing something by 
hacking.



What is Growth Hacking



Hacker: “an expert with advanced technical knowledge”

https://www.profitwell.com/blog/content-marketing-customer-acquisition-cost


Expanded definition:

The systemised process of 
increasing something by 
utilising the skills and expertise 
of people with advanced 
technical knowledge.

Expanded definition:

The systemised process of 
increasing something by 
utilising the skills and expertise 
of people with advanced 
technical knowledge.



The North Star Metric



Used for guidance and 
direction of the organisation



Helps to determine the 
current position



Tightly related to time



Defined on a per company basis



● The number of people walking through the door, 
● The number of people who return more than X times,
● Number of trials taken up, 
● How many reach a certain point in the sales funnel, 
● Revenue per user,
● Or it could be a combination of several different values



A. It can be measured, and 
B. It is an accurate indicator of growth



Using Revenue as a North Star







Using New Users as a North Star







Reducing Churn







Using Retained Users as a North Star









Not Rocket Science



Expanded definition:

The systemised process of 
increasing something by 
utilising the skills and expertise 
of people with advanced 
technical knowledge.

Expanded definition:

The systemised process of 
increasing The North Star by 
utilising the skills and expertise 
of people with advanced 
technical knowledge.



What Makes A Growth Team?



A growth hacker is … a person whose true north is growth. 
Everything they do is scrutinized by its potential impact on 
scalable growth.

Sean Ellis





Learning never exhausts the mind.

Leonardo da Vinci



1. An insatiable thirst for knowledge

Great Growth Teams Have



Art is never finished, only abandoned.

Leonardo da Vinci



2. A Naturally Creative Flair

Great Growth Teams Have



Commence with experience and from this 
proceed to investigate the reason.

Leonardo da Vinci



3. Are Inventive Seeking Out Opportunity

Great Growth Teams



For once you have tasted flight you will walk the 
earth with your eyes turned skywards.

Leonardo da Vinci



4. Can Visualise The Big Picture

Great Growth Teams



All sciences are vain and full of errors that are not 
born of experience, the mother of all knowledge.

Leonardo da Vinci



5. Experiment & Expect Failure

Great Growth Teams



The human foot is a masterpiece of engineering 
and a work of art.

Leonardo da Vinci



6. Skilled, and Self Contained

Great Growth Teams



Key Takeaways



Growth Hacking is about more than numbers, it is both an art 
and science performed by a skilled technically adept team.



And the numbers are just as important



Growth Hacking is more about a mindset that includes
Creativity, Science, Experimentation, Dreaming Big and a Thirst for Knowledge



Work out a well defined North Star it will help focus your growth efforts



“Growth Hacking” Will Become the Priority for CMOs and CEOs.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimberlywhitler/2017/11/14/18-marketing-trends-and-predictions-from-c-level-leaders-in-china/#50f69167767e


Q&A


